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¨Centsationalism¨ 

 

Everyone knows what the situation is with Tiger Woods. Why? When a celebrity, politician 

or unknown but involved in a newsworthy event does something the media puts it on the front 

page, headline news, blog, text, drive time radio, and any other possible media outlet. There is 

often debate due to what information is real “news” and what is just gossip or fluff? If it is real 

news, like a crime, for reasons of public safety or vital information that the public needs to know 

than the media has a legitimate right and obligation to report it for all to know.  

However, for the unknowns in the world, when a not so big event happens the news will 

never be talked about on the radio, blogged about on the internet, reported on your local 

newscast, but often will be found in the newspaper under such titles as police blotter. These are 

the accounts of minor arrests that happen every day to thousands and possibly millions of 

nationally unknown people around the country. 

 This is the situation occurring at a local newspaper, which prints the names of shoplifters 

who have been arrested. The editor regularly receives calls from those reported, usually in anger 

or tears because although they are not nationally known people they are known locally by 

acquaintances, friends and family. One event in question involves a specific women caller 

begging for her name to be withheld from publication. The editor response was and is always the 

same, “we’ll have to use your name. Our policy is that we print the names of people arrested for 

shoplifting.”  



 The pressing questions here are: is this legally and/or ethically right? Should there be a case 

by case decision to print names, or a blanket policy regardless of circumstances? Do those named 

have any privacy rights? Is this “news” or gossip? Even if it is public record, does the paper have 

an obligation to reproduce it in their publication? By publishing the names is the paper doing a 

service or disservice to the community? 

My response to these questions is pragmatically based the motives of the newspaper verses 

the positive and negative outcomes potentially caused by reporting such information. The 

paper’s actions are not legally wrong. The Court has defined specific guidelines to privacy and 

use of a person’s name and image in the media. The paper is not using these names for direct 

commercial profit nor are they presenting false information to allow for defamation claims 

(Carter, Dee, Zuckman, 2007)). The profit is indirect by the sale of the paper but the primary 

intention is to report the news. The reporting of the names is not being used as an endorsement 

for anything. Finally, the information is already public, any member of the public can access this 

information; the paper is merely republishing it to a larger audience which is protected privilege 

on the basis that crime, big or small is newsworthy (Carter, Dee, Zuckman, 2007).  

“The Court has ruled that the first and fourteenth Amendments protect mass 

dissemination of truthful matters contained in public records open to public 

inspection including indictments and other judicial papers (Carter, Dee, 

Zuckman, 2007).” 

The paper has legally and technically proven that its actions are within the scope of news 

reporting. However, just because it is legal does not make it ethical. One cannot say that the 

editor’s decision is wrong just for printing the names of criminals, but in combination with a 

series of measures by which ethical journalism can be judged it can be declared unethical. The 



blanket policy of printing every name in every circumstance is unethical because it takes out of 

the equation the human side of evaluating cases based on newsworthy standards. The key 

questions of ethics to consider are: what is media’s true purpose and are they producing a better 

or worse environment with what they report? As stated by the editor this is a policy, not a 

government mandate, law or any other form of obligation. Policies can be changed and 

implemented in any number of ways. This leans towards being a bad policy because of the 

rubber stamp type response it offers that is devoid of human consideration and debate.  

There are some possible positive outcomes from reporting these arrests, which would be 

legitimate “news” and thus ethical journalism. However, there is a strong case for why not all of 

the names should be reported as one policy for everyone. If a story is shown to have little or no 

“news” qualities but is still reported then it is not news but gossip. Unethical journalism passes 

gossip off as news to gain readership attention rather than inform the public.  

In situations like these there are many sides to consider, those who have been named, the 

newspaper, the families and friends of those named, and the public at large.  A newspaper walks 

a thin line between reporting for the public good, and reporting to gain readership for financial 

reasons. As a media outlet one could say that they are obligated to report all news, especially that 

of crime, so the public is informed and made cautious of potential harm and loss. This is morally 

and ethically the right thing to do as a media outlet and an expectation from the public.  

The editor attempts to make this case by saying “Arrests are part of the public record; they 

are public because our justice system is conducted in the open, which protects everybody from 

secret arrests.” This response implies that the newspaper is protecting the public from the 

government by reporting arrests. This is a good rationale for why all government agencies should 

openly keep public records, but does not answer the question, why does the newspaper need to 



reproduce an already public record? There is no threat to the public if the names of shoplifters go 

unpublished. There is not even a strong argument of storeowners being made aware of potential 

shoplifting threats. It is impossible for vigilance on every person entering a place of business. 

Crimes of murder, bank fraud, child molesting, government censorship, these are issues that the 

public needs to know about for self-protection and to make informed choices. Publicly reporting 

who got caught shoplifting is gossip for others to see and say “wow, I’m shocked” but ultimately 

it will have no affect on their lives. The press could use the argument that public humiliation will 

circumvent future acts of thief. Possibly a good argument if there is any empirical evidence 

showing that this actually prevents future crime or just humiliates the person after the fact. I 

would argue that most everyone who commits a crime does so thinking they will not get caught, 

and thus are already embarrassed when they do.  

Aside from social theories of crime control, one has to go back to the original question. Is 

this the role of newspapers, to humiliate petty crimes of citizens for possible crime prevention? 

No, it is not and to pretend like this is a public service is unethical journalism because it is not 

neutrally reporting different sides to a story but selecting a bias towards one person and putting 

them in an embarrassing light.  

A newsworthy story would be one of high dollar thief, a strange and unique method of 

shoplifting, something else happens during the shoplifting event, a repeat offender or syndicate 

of shoplifters. These could be beginning criteria for publishing the names of those arrested for 

shoplifting, all situations that would warrant news. When a person is like the women in this case, 

“All my life, I've never done anything against the law; I've never even had a traffic ticket.” There 

is more potential harm to society as a whole aside from just the stores financial loss and the 

individual’s legal punishment.  



Nobody lives in a vacuum, when we do something it affects more than just us. If the paper 

runs the names of first timer, nothing special about the crime people, there are friends, family, 

people they work with, schools, and children's friends who all can be harmed too. By reporting 

this information of the people within the specifications outlined the paper is doing more harm 

than good to society and therefore it is unethical.   

The ethical motives of the newspaper are questionable when hearing the editor’s response 

of “I believe you”, “but we'll have to use your name because it’s our policy and we have to be 

consistent.”  Why is it so important to print every name? How would it hurt to leave out selected 

names that are determined non-newsworthy but instead just gossip and damaging?  Why would it 

matter if the editor knew who he was giving special privilege to? I am sure that there is a lot of 

daily information that is omitted from stories for various reasons, after all that is the job of an 

editor, to decide what makes it in the story.  The response to these questions by the newspaper 

would probably be argued based on obligation and journalistic ethics, but it is these two issues of 

defining what is the paper’s obligation and journalistic ethics that make reporting this type of 

information wrong. The simplest answer is usually the right one: publish what you think will sell 

papers to make money. 
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